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PVC 103-R Trap Adapter - Male
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The PVC 103-R trap adapter male is designed 
to fit inside a DWV P-Trap hub and accept a 
1-1/2” or 1-1/4” tubular pipe.

Assembly of 1-1/4” Chrome or Plastic Tubular 
Pipe and Trap Adapter:
1. Unthread nut from trap adapter.
2. Remove instructional insert.
3. Place the nut on the pipe.
4. Place provided two-in-one washer on pipe – to
 desired length.
5. Insert pipe with washer and nut into trap adapter.
6. Hand tighten, plus approximately one turn.
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Assembly of 1-1/2” Chrome or Plastic Tubular Pipe and Trap Adapter:
1. Unthread nut from trap adapter.
2. Remove instructional insert.
3. Place the nut on the pipe.
4. Separate the provided two-in-one washer; do not use the black washer.
5. Place white/clear washer on pipe.
6. Insert pipe with washer and nut into trap adapter.
7. Hand tighten, plus approximately one turn.

Important Notes:
• Never use thread sealant when installing a p-trap or a trap adapter with plastic or
 metallic nut. Use of thread sealants could cause seal separation or cause damage
	 to	the	fitting	through	over-tightening.

• Exceeding recommended torque for threaded connections may result in component
 damage, system failure, and property damage.

• Always hand tighten threaded connections, plus approximately one turn. Plastic or
 metal nuts should be tightened with a strap wrench only. Never use common
 wrenches or tools designed for metallic pipe systems.


